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The year was 1952, when Gloria Keh was born in the Chinese Year of The

Dragon.

Her late father, Martin Fu, was an oil painter, who although never achieved

fame, and died poor, enjoyed many rich experiences from his art and his love of

classical music and European opera. Gloria was blessed to grow up in a

household surrounded by art and music. Not only did her father paint a great

deal, but her late elder brother had a passion for making watercolor paintings

which were always of very serious looking Catholic saints. And mother would

spend her leisure time coloring black and white comic books. But art is art, no

matter what the subject may have been. 



Hello Dear GLORIA KEH. Congrats for being

selected interview artists by The Bold Modern.

Your work includes romantic approach and

leading to thinking of colors… What is the

experience that has influenced your work the

most?

I worked a lot with disabled people, volunteering,

offering workshops and art sessions at hospices, nursing

homes, elderly homes and for kids with cancer and

disabilities. About 20 years ago, I was facilitating an art

session at a centre for adults with cerebral palsy. One

particular young lady who loved Hello Kitty tried and

tried to draw a cat, but could not.

I finally drew a simple outline of a cat for her but she

shook her head and said my cat was not a cat. She then

just used her bare hand dipped it in paint and smeared

paint on her own face. She proudly told me that she was

the cat. A few weeks later, she passed away, but i will

never forget my experience with her: she taught me

oneness - she became the cat she wanted to draw. The

painter and the painted became one. This changed my

entire perception of my own relationship with my art.

Gloria entered the work force, taking

on jobs in other fields of

employment, that certainly afforded

better monetary rewards than art.

Sadly, art was to take a back seat for

a long time, until 1996, when in

Melbourne, Gloria began serious

study in mandala art and symbolism.

Her teacher, Georgina Fode of the

Theosophical Society, played an

important role in her development as

an artist. Her study in mandala art

and symbolism continued for a

decade, following which, upon the

blessings and request of her mandala

teacher, Gloria began facilitating

mandala workshops both in

Melbourne and Singapore. She also

undertook a short study course in art

therapy.

How do you convey messages through your all

the different kind of works? 

I believe what Picasso once said: that the painting is far

more powerful than him (ie the artist). Often, what I set

out to paint does not materialise. My paintings are like

my children: they have a mind of their own, and in the

end, through my intuition, the painting paints itself. 

I paint 100% for charity. And consider my artworks to be

my painted prayers. My work is simple: i am not trying to

convey highly intellectual concepts. And i stay away from

political issues.

I believe art is a form of beauty and was taught by a

meditation teacher who is also an artist, that beauty is in

itself a form of healing. My art aims to foster peace, to

raise the vibrations of this planet that is in great need of

healing. My message is basically just founded on love.

And love is the most powerful energy that we have.

You have many awards from different counties

and institudes. What do you feeling when you

are celebrating winning award? What is the

most special for you?

Yes, I have certainly been blessed.

All I feel is awe and gratitude. That someone noticed my

work. This amazes me still and I am very grateful for

these opportunities. 



There are many factors that go into winning an award,

and one should not only be thankful to the organisation

giving the award, but to all those who in some way or

other, contributed along the way, towards such an

achievement.

Flowers and colorful technique can be seen on

your artworks. Do you like to use colorful

techniques?

I love color. All colors. Indeed I do use alot of colors in

many of my works, but I very often paint just in black, as I

love the depths of black and see all colors in black. That

said, colors convey joy, hope, positive vibes.

I love flowers but prefer to see flowers in art or left on

trees and plants. I respect and believe in symbolism and

both colors and flowers are highly symbolic. When I paint

flowers I am expressing the need for beauty, growth and

sacrifice. I love the way of nature: how a flower willingly

will die, so that fruit can grow in its place, feeding both

man and beast. I love the way flowers dont make a big

fuss about dying. Flowers can teach us a lot.

www.gloriakeh.com

Would you talking about your upcoming

projects? What issues do you plan to produce?

Would you like attend your art and art

workshops through residency programs in all

over? Could you please share your messages to

global art market in your approach also for

your audiences?

My fourth solo is on the drawing board. It has been

shelved because of the pandemic. I hope this solo which

will be of my large paintings will be staged before this

year is over.

I love to write and am creating more artbooks these days.

Some containing my poems, some just art on every page.

Also working on a new collection of 12 paintings on an

environmental theme for an overseas exhibition with two

other senior foreign artists.

In view of health issues, medical treatments, residencies,

which I always wanted to do, are not possible. And the

quarantine requirements still in force in my country, does

not make overseas travel an attractive venture for the

time being.

My message? 

We live in challenging times.

Of fear and many uncertainties.

The pandemic has ensured that changes in our approach

to the marketing of our art had to be made.

Artists are very blessed with the gift of being able to

create. Now more than ever before, we as artists have

the added responsibility to use our talents, our art to help

and support others. There are many ways to do this: from

fundraising through the sale of one’s art to sharing art

with others through community projects. We are ONE,

and we must do whatever we can, to support and

contribute to the greater good.


